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About This Game

Defeat famous opponents in musical duels. Immense yourself in fantastic story of Frederic's endeavors. Catch all the Easter
Eggs and subtle parodies hidden in the background. Practice your skills until perfection and become the Master of the Piano.

The world of music is once again threatened. The art of soulful music, the kind that touches your heart, is in grave danger of
disappearance. The evil forces that you fought so bravely are back! And they are even more powerful and desperate. Once again

you'll need to step into Frederic Chopin's shoes and face opponents that have only one agenda - to enslave the musical world,
mass produce soulless artists with their same-sounding radio hits, and reap enormous profits, hindering any creativity in the

process.

- 10 challenging musical duels with some of the most renown pop stars
- 10 fantastic, catchy tracks, inspired by Frederic Chopin's composition and different music genres.

- Quirky story with tons of parody and twists
- Extremely easy to get to, but hard to master gameplay

- Hand-painted animated comic
- Achievements and leaderboards
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Completion State:
Completed all 40 levels (2.9 hours, 100% Steam achievements)

Comments:
This is a relatively simple but fun puzzle game from Russpuppy. Arrange dominoes to get shiny things. Levels vary from fairly
simple to ones that require the placement of fifty dominoes, then repetition and a certain amount of hope that the physics go
your way!

It took me about three hours to play through all 40 levels and I broadly speaking enjoyed them all. The relaxing classical tunes
certainly help to create a generally mellow kind of vibe. The puzzles are fun enough, despite one or two requiring some
repetition. Luckily the frustration is reduced here as you can restart the level with all your dominoes places as they were before
and just adjust your layout rather than start afresh each run. The levels get reasonably complex towards the end but never to
tough even for me and I'm pretty bad at puzzles!. Nice retro style but it feels like a completely lazy game. Nice HOG and good
story plot. Unhack 2 is a very different game from the orginal, while the first was 50% Gameplay seemlessly meshed with 50%
story, This game is 5% gameplay sprinkled in with 95% story. That said, It's a work of art I can't recomend enough to fans of
the original.
I don't dare spoil a thing, but I will offer a fair warning: This isn't a brief afair like the orginal. It's a deeply touching and
emotional work featuering themes of technology, love, family, humanity and the soul.

But still, I believe every game deserves to be judged on it's own merits,
8/10: R.I.P Clippy. If there was a contest for worst of the worst ingame outfits that are dlc and cost money ,Shadow of the TR
would win in,both hands down ! Worst outfits i ever bought , i mean it's the season pass , i regret it deeply , never buying a TR
game season pass again.. A decent but short casual game. Probably better played with a touch screen than with a mouse.. This
fame is pretty bad. Never actually played more then 5 minutes considering it always crashes 10 minutes into starting a game.
Wouldn't recommend. Really well done game but not Zoo Tycoon

Pros: Dinosaurs are so gorgeous, That's all be happy it's dinosaurs

Cons: You have to do all the "Story" Missions to get the most out of the story and general play that really doesn't have a
conclusion and is very open ended. Not the oh what could it mean open ending but the this answered nothing open ending.
There's not a lot to while you wait for money and the Dinosaurs are self-sufficient (after you put food and water in the
enclosures). Speaking of money I wish that you got a percentage of income from each Island you finished.
There are also only 8 NPCs and I only liked half of them.

 (Here's my let's play if you'd like to take a look at it
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vaukp1gr9_Y&list=PLBd3rwrcigs4hGAWSLAKuvwXbiL7jl1rx)
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bets gem 4 induce autism. Very good, worth the money...a definite "just one more go" title.... i really like this game . only thing
is , it's not pick up and destroy. you really have to plan. and . plan , and more plan or you will get destroyed.. Solid game. Really
playable for early access. My main message here is that I hope there is more late game features( bandits, more difficulty
settings, rival settlements at some point?) just ideas. I like this game and I don't like games easily go check.. Im a mac user and
it is unplayable for me. The minions are simply hanging in mid air, not being able to do jack♥♥♥♥♥♥ Looked good and I
would love to play it, but unfortunately I can't. It"s okay I guess. Warning: As with all KF's overpriced DLCs, only get it on a
sale. (Also, this'll be a short review, since its just a character and all)

Out of all the characters, both the ones packaged with the game and purchasable ones, plus unlockables, I've wanted Mrs. Foster
the most. She looked good. Really good. And that convinced me. I expected her voice to be just as good as the males'. Boy, was
I wroong...And no, the age in her voice isn't my issue here. It's whoever wrote her script. She is so serious in comparison to the
male voices, so much more that it kind of disappoints me. I'll still use her, but the overdone, yet funny cockney slang was so
good for me I actually miss it now. Oh well, at least I'll hear others say them.

Also, another personal issue I've had with her is that the FPS arms are actually white long sleeves (still has fingerless gloves
though don't worry), just look at that. Kind of annoys me. Oh well.
So, in short, if you want her for her general looks the most out of all the characters, get her.
If either issues I've had bothers you, then don't. I'm serious.
She is good overall, though. I just really miss "WAKE UP YOU PILLOCK!".... Thank you Jane for producing this brilliant
content for FSX Steam. As the platform of choice for the majority of Simmers, it's great that aviation enthusiasts like Jane are
supporting FSX SE.

I also commend her on actually giving us feedback on this comments section on Steam. How many developers have ever done
that?

Finally the content is a bargain, especially at this intro price. The manual is superb, providing all the navigation frequencies
you'll need plus tons of fascinating background information that renders this immersive and very challenging. The moment you
break from realising you are in a sim and belief in your mission to land at Sion or any of the other airports, is magical. Look
forward to more of your content.. EDIT: steam is showing I have no hours with this DLC. heres a screenshot showing my  over
13 hours of playtime, with 90% main story completion, and 75% completion on ALL of the game content

long story short? dont buy this garbage unless you're easily entertained, and you like unengaging, WASD gameplay that is
driving a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 car with terrible controls, further made worse by god awful terrain design
that causes you to take an extra 5 minutes to scale the lower ends of mountains (to get by), made even worse by the fact that
going into deep water completely destroys your car, ONTOP of the wonderful scenario that you cant even shake infected off
your car if they grapple onto the sides.

the start to mid-part of the game was fun, because the story doesnt exactly ask you to travel too far between points, and if it is a
far drive, around half the time they are easy to drive to - driving only becomes absolutely insufferable about 2\/3 of the game, to
which point any fun I had was completely and utterly destroyed by boring WASD vehicle gameplay for upwards of 20-30
minutes in one quest with constant back and forth between EXTREMELY large distances, while also being hindered by unfun
mechanics that will completely destroy your vehicle if you crash into it (spikes) or even kill you (flammable barrels), all of
which are just haphazardly tossed along the roads AND bridges, which you are REQUIRED to go across with your vehicle, or
you suffer 15 minute walks just to one destination, despite already being halfway to your objective.

if all of that sounded terrible, get ready for more: the terrain is awfully designed - even being in a car, you will find yourself still
taking 8+ minutes to get to your location in the later half of the game, because of how the mountains were designed, along with
roadblocks everywhere, and other annoying obstacles. enjoy having to get out of your vehicle every minute to shake off infected
you cant punch off your vehicle as well.

the devs quite legitimately did a 180, and mostly took away what made dying light so great, which was the traveling-via-foot
gameplay, which worked because parkour was a viable and consistent thing, whilst the maps are also smaller. parkouring to your
destinations was infinitely more fun for me than just driving a vehicle, legitimately only 1 hand on my peripherals, pressing
WASD to maneuver my car, while the other cradles my chin as I reflect on why I even bought
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this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665DLC. I ended up just quitting during the final scenario because its a timed driving
event, and its infuriating when you combine it with all I mentioned above, especially the "getting stuck in a crevice" bit that
happens many, many times when you take a ramp off a tall height.

silver lining time:

heres what I DID like...

* Alpha Volatile addition to the game (although they are a pushover with firearms unfortunately when you get a level 25
autoshotty or something of the sort)

* the ability to infiltrate a Volatile hive whenever you want (atmosphere is creepy, its fun to engage in combat with them)

* the reputation system, which, to a degree, allows you to progress your own questline in order to gain reputation, which is the
main objective for a large portion of the game. this means you could theoretically play it and complete a different set of quests
to reach your desired reputation, and then get back to the main story.

* the "freaks of nature" (AKA boss counterparts of the zombies you normally encounter in the world). they are fun to fight, but
I feel that defeating them should reward more.

all in all, this DLC was very enjoyable for the first 1\/3 of it - then after that, it started to become so-so with the traveling back
and forth long distances (still ran by foot, and at night, for engaging gameplay, and although it felt bad holding shift for so long,
it was at least engaging and fun with the volatile encounters here and there) and then... the final 2\/3 of the game.. completely
insufferable - made me completely regret buying the DLC, as driving was REQUIRED unless you wanted to spend another 2, 3,
maybe even 4 hours of gameplay choosing to run instead of driving, because at that point the quest distance between each point
was 10-15 minute DRIVES, I cant imagine doing them on foot.

I am afraid for dying light 2 - if they put in a terrible and mandatory vehicle system like this again, they can kiss the franchise
goodbye (besides the base game) because not only is the vehicle gameplay boring, but it completely crushes the essence of what
made the base game so great (parkour). you can also really tell the developers had insane oversights, because in the DLC the
opportunity to level your agility is extremely low, effectively removing that skilltree out of the game.

yup. rant over. basically dont buy the DLC if the reason you enjoyed dying light was parkouring and slaying a ton of zombies
through combat, because this isnt what you're looking for.. Another early access scam :(
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